20 Years Ago

I stepped outside the hotel and a breeze of air hits me
And I smelled not one particle of pollution
Every piece of transportation outside,
Can only run with electricity

I drove my car downtown,
And almost everything is electric
But 20 years ago
An electric car was rare to perceive upon

I drove my car to the train station
Every train there looked slick and had the latest features
But 20 years ago
There was rarely any electric trains like the ones we have now

I took the capacious train to the airport
All of the planes have an engine working on electricity
But 20 years ago
There was no commercial plane using electricity

I took an airplane back home
Every part of the airplane contains electricity
But 20 years ago
They could not run without gas

I go back to my home
And I ponder about all these changes
20 years ago everything was reliant on gas
But now it is all dependant upon electricity